VISION
To be recognized as the premier lottery security division in the nation by providing a comprehensive range of services to meet the law enforcement, investigative and security needs of the Florida Lottery and the citizens of the state of Florida.

MISSION
To ensure the security and integrity of the operation of the Florida Lottery.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The men and women of the Florida Lottery, Division of Security, embrace and are committed to the following guiding principles and core values:

- **Integrity**
  Maintaining and promoting personal and institutional integrity.

- **Respect**
  Treating those we protect and serve with dignity and respect.

- **Fairness**
  Ensuring that everyone is treated fairly and professionally.

- **Knowledge**
  Constantly enhancing and sharing our base of knowledge.

- **Teamwork**
  Promoting opportunities to work closely with all our partners.

- **Security**
  Maintaining the appropriate level of security to ensure success.

- **Excellence**
  Constantly striving to improve every aspect of our performance.
The Florida Lottery, Division of Security, employs sworn law enforcement officers with statewide jurisdiction. These special agents can offer unique assistance to other law enforcement agencies throughout the state.

Florida Lottery agents offer assistance in lottery-related cases by:

1. Providing information regarding attempts to cash stolen Florida Lottery tickets.
2. Providing information from Florida Lottery retailer files that may lead to locating suspects and key witnesses in ongoing investigations.
3. Providing leads in investigations when lottery tickets were present at a crime scene (i.e.: assisting with the recreation of a timeline, identifying the retailer that sold the ticket, etc.)
4. Providing forensic analysis of lottery tickets.
5. Initiating administrative cases against a retailer for major law violations (i.e.: drug-related, stolen property, theft, gambling, etc.), which may result in the suspension or termination of a Florida Lottery retailer contract.
6. Providing information and materials on lottery scams, theft of lottery tickets, or other lottery crimes.
7. Providing testimony and evidence in court cases involving lottery tickets and operations.

For more information regarding these and other services, please contact the Florida Lottery, Division of Security at (850) 487-7730.